Abstract. In the paper the duality of the the notions of (higher) hypergraph and (higher) partition is shown. Both higher level hypergraphs and higher partitions are characterized algebraically as left and right regular bands.
Introduction
The theory of n-categories and operads are the areas in which the development is really rapid in the last years. Also the application area become large and large. Nowadays one uses n-categories in the theoretical computer sciences (see e.g. [Batanin 1998 ] or [Batanin1998a] ), in the quantum field theory (see [BaezDolanl995] ) and in the algebraic geometry (see [Street87] ). The language used in the papers concerning n-categories exploits usually very advanced category theory. However if one considers one object categories, i.e. semigroups then the reasoning becomes easier. This paper is an attempt of such a description of one of the fundamental notions of n-categories -high level graphs. The main result of the paper is the representation of left-and right regular bands by higher level graphs and higher level patrtitions respectively. In contrary to the abstract algebraic reasoning of the theory of n-categories this paper exploits mostly some primitive and well known notions and reasonings of the elementary theory of functions.
Graphs are usually considered as objects being nearer topology as algebra. The algebraic theory of graphs is understood mainly as a part of linear algebra. In this paper (hyper)graphs are seen as some "classical" equationally defined algebra, which makes the considered problems more algebraic than "graph-theoretical". Similar approach to graphs has been many times discussed on the seminar conducted by A. Obtulowicz in the Mathematical Institute of Polish Academy of Science (see [Obtl998] or [Kor2001] ).
Preliminaries 2.1. Notation
In the paper the standard mathematical notation is used. By a fix point of a function / : X -> X we mean an element x € X satisfying the condition f(x) = x. fix(f) denotes the set of all fix points of /. The set of all functions from a set A to a set B will be denoted by 
Graphs and hypergraphs
Probably the best known presentation of directed (multi)graphs define them as two sorted algebras of the form
(1) T = (V,A,(t,T)
with V and A being some sets (of vertices and arrows of T respectively) and
<t,T:A^V
being functions assigning to any element a € A two vertices a(a),r(a) € V. In other words graphs are set valued functors defined on the following category idA C Az= T^C) idv This notion may be generalized to the notion of higher level graphs being set valued functors defined on the category
In the above picture the identity morphisms have been omitted. The ex{sj.tj} pression Xi Xt+i (i< n -1) denotes the diagram with two objects Xi, Xi+1 and two parallel arrows Sj, ti from Xl+\ to Xx. In the sequel we exploit j? a generalization of this notation and write X -» Y for a diagram consisting of the objects X, Y and an arbitrary (not necessarily two element) set F of parallel arrows from X to Y. In other words a higher level graph is a set valued functor defined on a category £ satisfying the conditions 1. the skeleton of £ is the category n (the natural number n considered as a category), 2. for any i,j € Objects(<£) the set Mor (i,j) of morphisms from i to j has exactly two morphisms if j = i + 1 and one if i = j. The set Mor((t) is generated by the union \Ji<nMor(i, i + 1) U (Ji<nMor(i, i).
Such structures are closely related to the n-categories (see e.g. the web page on n-categories [n-Cat references]). A natural generalization of this definition may be obtained by the cancelation of the first condition. It leads to the definition of €-graphs as functors defined on a category satisfying the above condition 2 only.
Hypergraphs
Graphs may be seen as "refinements" of binary relations. In fact the skeleton of a graph, say T = (V, A, a, r) , that means the factor graph -{V,A/~,(j/~,t/~) with a -ß iff cr(a) = a{ß) k r{a) = r(/3) may be identified with the relation g(r) CVxV defined by the formula
Hypergraphs are simply generalization of graphs obtained by an analogous refinement of many argument relations. So, by a hypergraph we understand a set valued functor defined on the category A^V with F being a set of parallel morphisms from A to V. (In the above picture the identity morphisms have been omitted.) The elements of the set A are called hyperarrows. They may be interpreted e.g. as records in a data base. We also can generalize the notion of higher level graph and define higher level hypergraphs as set valued functors defined on the category
with F 0l Fi,..., F n -1 being arbitrary sets of parallel morphisms. Let us note that this notion seems to be even more natural than the above notion of higher level graph because the composition of morphisms of the category (2) leads to consideration of the structures of the form FjoFi+io...oFj Aj « ^-j+1 which axe not graphs because they have more then two "incidence functions".
Graphs as one sorted algebras
Graphs may also be seen as one sorted algebras (see [HaMil976] ).
DEFINITION 1 (Graphs as one-sorted unary algebras). An algebra G = (X, s, t) is called a graph if for any x € X we have (4) s(s(x)) = t(s(x)) = s(x) & s(t(x)) = t(t{x)) = t(x).

The elements of the set V(G) = {x E X : s(x) = x} are called vertices of G and those from the set -<4(G) = X\V(G) arrows of G.
One sorted graphs may be seen as set valued functors defined on the category whose underlying graph is given in the following figure: Such a graph is an algebra of the form (X, S) where S is a three element left zero monoid of functions defined on the set X (acting on the set X). The passage from this definition to the two-sorted presentation mentioned above and in the opposite direction is via the equations
(from triples G = (X, s, t) to quadruples T = (V, A, a, r) and
(backwards). So the vertices of such (one sorted presentation of) graphs are the common fix-points of the operations s and t. The class of homomorphisms of one sorted (presentation of) graphs is richer than the class of "classical" homomorphisms of graphs. If one wants to use graph homomorphisms as models of "aggregation of arrows into vertices" then one has to choose between the simple two-sorted definition of graphs and complicated definition of their homomorphisms, or a "non-typical" definition of graphs (in this case of the above one-sorted presentation) and typical algebraic definition of their homomorphisms. In this paper the second possibility has been chosen. It seems that in this case, in contrast e.g. to programming, it is easier to work with one-sorted than with two-sorted algebras. The above one sorted presentation of graphs may be easily generalized to the notion of "one sorted hypergraph". The corresponding definition may be e.g. of the form. for any x G X and s 6 S. Passing from two sorted to one sorted presentation of hypergraphs has some interesting consequences. A hypergraph H = (X, (d s )ses) may now be seen as an action of a left zero semigroup, say S = (<5,0), on the set X. Now one can define higher level hypergraphs as sequences of the form is a left zero semigroup. If we treat £ as a partial semigroup then C-hypergraphs are simply some special homomorphisms of semigroups. We show that the codomains of these homomorphisms are left regular semigroups.
Partitions
By a partition of a set X one means any pair of the form (X, Px) with Px C 2 X being a family of subsets of the set X satisfying the conditions 
., F N -\ being arbitrary sets of morphisms satisfying the condition ker(8 s ) = ker(St) for any i < n -1 and any S s ,S t E F L . For any category <£, <L-partitions are functors defined on C. The object part of such a functor, let us call it 9 : £ ->set, is a constant function with the value being a fixed set, say X. For any objects a, b 6 Objects(<£) the set Mor(©(a), 0(b))
is a set of functions with the same kernel. If we treat <£ as a partial semigroup then (^-partitions are simply some special homomorphisms of semigroups. We show that the codomains of these homomorphisms are right regular semigroups
Bands
By a band it is meant any idempotent semigroup i.e. a semigroup in which every element satisfies the equality xx = x that means every element of S is idempotent. Let us note the following simple fact.
PROPOSITION 3. A function f : X -> X is idempotent iff fix(f) = f(X) iff fQ ker(/).
It is well known that every semigroup can be represented by a semigroup of functions of the form X -• X for a given set X.
3 Let X be a given set. In what follows we consider bands of functions that means semigroups of the form 05 = (S, o) with S C (Funct(X) in which any element (function) / satisfies the condition fix(f) = f(X) (equivalently / C ker(f). The equivalence classes of the relation -fix will be called levels of 55. Of course every such a level is uniquely determined by the corresponding set of fixpoints. In what follows the level determined by a set A C X will be denoted by level(A) The level determined by a set A C X will also be called the level of a function f : X -> X for any function / with fix(f) = A. Let us recall that it is a set of functions level(A) C Funct(X). Let X be a fixed set and 55= (5, o) with S C Funct(X) a band of functions. 
PROPOSITION 4. For any band of functions 53= (S, o) and f,g G S it holds f °9 = f iff fix(f) C fix(g).
Straightforward
Considering the kernels of functions we obtain a characterization of right congruencies. The equivalence classes of the relation ~k er will be called colevels of 05. Of course every such a colevel is uniquely determined by the corresponding equivalence
In what follows the colevel determined by an equivalence ~CIxI will be denoted by colevel(c^) For any function / : X -> Xthe colevel determined by ker(f) will be called the colevel of the function f. Let us recall that it is a set of functions colevel (A) C Funct(X). Let X be a fixed set and ©= (S, o) with S C Funct(X) a band of functions. 
Representation theorem
It is well known (see e.g. [Petrichl977] , p.20, Theorem II.1.6) that any band B = (X, o) may be represented as (the union of) a semilattice, say (a(B), U), of rectangular semigroups
with S = L(S) x R(S) being the decomposition of the (rectangular) semigroup S into the product of its (maximal) left-zero and right-zero subsemigroups. This statement should be understood as in [Petrichl977] or [Howiel995] that means the carrier set X of the band B = (X, o) may be partitioned into the family cr(B) of rectangular semigroups. Proofs of both propositions follows immediately from the corresponding definitions (of higher level hypergraphs and n-categories).
Concluding remarks
The structure of semigroups, particularly of the bands, have been considered in many papers (see e.g. [Howiel995] for a bibliography). The results are in a sense strict algebraic and have been obtained by an algebraic reasoning that means usually by some formal transformations of terms and formulas. The interpretation of the results are in such reasoning not important. However such an interpretation may help in the understanding of the algebraic results and suggest some new investigations. A lot of such suggestions can be found in the general system theory and in the taxonomy where hypergraphs and partitions are the most fundamental description tools. The approach proposed in the paper is in a sense between algebra and topology; a (multi)topological space may be seen as a special hypergraph with operations preserving the set union. It allows for a topological characterization of hierarchical systems ( [Kor2005] ), particularly hierarchical Petri nets ( [Kor2005a] ).
